
Event Report  

 

Event Name: Certificate Course  

Date of the Event: 14th Sept 2023 

Duration of the Event: 10:30 A.M to 12: 30 P.M.  

Venue: Moot Court Hall, S-Building.  

Guest of Honour: Adv. Devendra Singh, Bombay High Court, Mumbai. 

Name of the Event Coordinator: Dr. Keval Ukey, HOD, SOL and Ms. Anuja Nehe, Assistant 

Professor, School of Law, Sandip University, Nashik. 

Topic: Certificate Course on Hands-on training on Drafting, Pleading, and Conveyancing Module I 

 

Objective of the Program:  

This certificate Course aims to provide legal professionals, law students, and anyone interested in 

civil law with an in-depth understanding of civil drafting, pleading, and conveyancing. These 

essential skills are the foundation of civil litigation and property transactions, making them crucial 

for anyone working in the legal field. Participants will gain practical knowledge and hands-on 

experience to excel in these areas. 

 

Outline of the Program:  

School of Law, Sandip University, organised Certificate Course on Hands-on training on Drafting, 

Pleading, and Conveyancing Module I, inviting expert from the field to enhance practical 

knowledge among students. 

The session included introduction to Civil Law, Overview of civil law and its significance in legal 

practice, Distinction between civil and criminal law, Understanding the drafting process, drafting 

techniques for legal documents, including contracts, petitions, and 

Agreements, Common pitfalls and best practices in drafting, Role and importance of pleadings in 

litigation, types of pleadings (plaints, written statements, counterclaims, etc.), How to draft clear 

and concise pleadings, Conveyancing: Basics of property law, Key elements of property 

transactions, Drafting property documents, such as deeds, leases, and mortgages, Document Review 

and Analysis, Practical exercises in reviewing and analysing legal documents, Spotting issues and 

ensuring compliance with relevant laws and regulations, Case Studies and Mock Exercises: 

Analysing real-life civil cases and their pleadings, Simulated exercises to draft legal documents. 

Ethical Considerations: Professional ethics in civil law practice, avoiding conflicts of interest and 

maintaining confidentiality, Technology in Civil Drafting and Conveyancing, Overview of legal 

tech tools and software for drafting and conveyancing, Benefits and challenges of incorporating 

technology into legal practice, Interactive Q &and A Sessions was also a part of the session to clear 



doubts from the students. 

The students were engrossed in the session and inculcated a solid foundation in civil drafting, 

pleading, and conveyancing, and got better equipped to handle legal matters in the civil domain. 

Being a law student, this workshop will enhance your skills and knowledge in civil law practice. 

Lastly vote of thanks was delivered by student and the guest speaker has agreed to be associated 

with School of Law to arrange such fruitful sessions in future as well. The session was a success 

and the discussion on the above topic was enriching to the budding lawyers of future. 

Place: Nashik 

Date:14/10/2023 

 

 

Photos of the Programme: 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 
Event Co-ordinator 

Anuja Nehe 


